
WHAT IS A GREEN TEAM?
Promoting sustainabiblity at UW by fostering creative and collaborative solutions for conscious consumption

What is a Green Team?
A Green Team is a group of faculty and staff who come together with a common interest to make their 
department as sustainable as possible. These concerned individuals are conscious of the need to reduce the 
emissions and waste of the university as a whole, and realize that small steps taken in their offices are 
crucial to meeting this goal.

By joining a Green Team, the individual is connected to a group of other concerned faculty/staff members 
who gather once a month or so to meet and share ideas. Green Teams allow for an open and encouraging 
platform for which communal collaboration takes place. As part of a team, individuals from around campus 
will be able to teach and encourage each other regarding the benefits and best practices of flourishability in 
their offices.

Green Team members serve as the resource for their department and/or building for adopting sustainable 
behaviors and practices that benefit their department and the University of Wyoming as a whole.

Benefits
Increases collaboration between department members
Reduces department spending and input into the Laramie landfill
Increases employee morale
Saves space and reduces clutter
Enhances department/campus image to current and prospective students
Contributes to the University of Wyoming’s commitment to carbon neutrality

Harvard University
Harvard works with their Green Teams to compile ‘green tips of the month’ and other sustainability outreach 
materials to unite faculty/staff/students around a common goal while reducing their ecological footprint.

Portland State University
PSU’s sustainability mission is to serve as a leading academic laboratory for developing sustainable 
processes and practices using multi-disciplinary approaches in partnership with business, government, and 
other organizations.

Penn State University
Penn State’s sustainability efforts revolve around extensive outreach for faculty/staff/students with a vision to 
gradually reduce energy and water use, operating costs and be a national leader in university sustainability.

University of Wyoming
The UW Campus Sustainability Committee will continue to foster the development 
of the green team model on the Laramie campus and encourage more involvement 
from the UW community.
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